
ATK LAUNCH SYSTEMS 

CASE STUDY 
ATK LAUNCH SYSTEMS PIONEERS 

AUTOMATED ENERGY ASSESSMENT TO IDENTIFY 

$4 MILLION ANNUAL SAVINGS 

SUMMARY: 
A 1-year plant-wide assessment at the ATK Promontory 

manufacturing facility utilized innovative assessment 
technologies to identify energy savings opportunities in: 

steam, water, compressed air, HVAC, utility, production, and 
building systems. 

The assessment identified 480,287 MMBTU annual savings 
potential in projects with a combined simple payback of less 

than 3 years. 

The potential avoided energy costs exceed $4.3 million/year, a 
14× return on the total cost of the assessment. 

ASSESSMENT COMPLETED: 
SEPTEMBER, 2007 
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BACKGROUND 
ATK Launch Systems, the world's leading developer and producer of solid 
rocket motors in all vehicle payload classes for U.S. space launch markets. 

THE PROJECT TEAM 

ATK/DOE Partnership 

This project was performed in partnership with the United States Department 
of Energy. ATK and subcontractor P&E AUTOMATION cost-shared 66% of the 
total project cost, with DOE funding providing the remainder of the $300,000 
total assessment cost. 

The original goal of the plant-wide assessment was to identify 314,015 MMBtu 
and $1,961,000 in annual energy savings. However, actual savings identified 
in the assessment exceed 500,000 MMBtu and $4.2M annually. These savings 
represents approximately 30% of the current $14M annual energy cost, and 
are greater than fourteen times the cost of the assessment. 

ATK/P&E AUTOMATION Partnership 

P&E AUTOMATION was selected as prime supplier for this project based on their 
unique assessment technology and their energy efficiency services expertise 
at a similar ATK facility in Salt Lake City, UT. P&E AUTOMATION was a cost-
sharing partner in the project, contributing 33% of the total assessment cost 
as in-kind engineering labor. 

ATK Cross-cutting Energy Team 

The plant-wide assessment project had high-level corporate support from 
plant executives, and was led by ATK Corporate Energy Manager Roger Weir. 

For this project, and as part of a corporate-wide energy program, ATK 
organized a cross-cutting team of energy stakeholders from the following 
operational areas: 

 facility engineering 

 process engineering 

 maintenance 

 information systems 

 energy management 

 executive management 

 transportation fleet management 
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THE FACILITY 

The ATK Promontory plant is a large engineering, manufacturing, and test 
facility dedicated to the production of solid propellant rockets, most notably 
the NASA space shuttle boosters.  

The facility is a 20,000 acres site with over 3,500 employees, ~600 active 
buildings, 2.5 million ft² of manufacturing facilities, and 500,000 ft² of 
administrative, engineering, and R&D laboratories. It is comprised of two 
main engineering/manufacturing areas (North Plant & South Plant), the Test 
Area for static testing rocket motors, and Plant 3, a remote R&D facility. 

A central-plant of steam boilers, compressed air, a well-sourced water 
system, and wastewater treatment plants provide plant infra-structure. 
Distribution is provided by 90-miles of on-plant water, steam, and 
compressed air lines with 100% condensate-return on the steam system. The 
site is served by electric and natural gas utilities, and is similar to a small 
metropolitan area. 

Plant Energy Consumption 

Annual utility and fuel consumption at the plant exceeds 125,000 MWh, 
800,000 Dth natural gas, and 600,000 gal fuel oil for a combined total of 
1,339,700 MMBtu. 

The rolling 1-hour electrical average for 2007 through July 31 is 15,299 KW, 
with a high peak of 20,257 KW on July 24 (total 410,844 KWh for the day).  
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SCOPE OF ASSESSMENT 
The energy assessment addressed all 597 active buildings and all energy-
consuming systems at the 20,000 acre Promontory facility.  

The team isolated energy consumption by system, modeled optimal energy 
use, and researched all opportunities to conserve energy resources in the 
following systems (alphabetical): 

 Building Automation Systems  Material & Product Storage 

 Building Envelope  Natural Gas Distribution 

 Compressed Air System  Process Controls 

 Electrical Distribution  Process Heating & Cooling 

 Information Systems  Steam Gen & Distribution 

 HVAC Systems  Transportation 

 Lighting  Waste & Wastewater 

 Manufacturing Processes  Water 
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ASSESSMENT APPROACH 
In this assessment, ATK pioneered an innovative automated assessment 
methodology to enable a cost-effective comprehensive analysis of energy 
efficiency at such a large facility.  

The automated approach was designed to test and validate the theory that 
the cost of a large-scale assessment could be significantly reduced by utilizing 
entry-level labor equipped with the right tools. In practice, college students 
and entry-level engineering staff were able to utilize a tablet PC data-entry 
application to capture assessment field data with a high degree of accuracy at 
very low cost.  

AUTOMATED DATA COLLECTION, REPORTING, ANALYSIS 

This unique assessment was highly automated, utilizing specialized software 
and database technologies. To speed collection, reporting, and analysis of 
field data, P&E AUTOMATION’s FacilitySurveyor software and related database 
were installed on an ATK server. 

All data collected and analyzed for this assessment was entered directly into 
an automated system, with no paper-to-data processes. 

Static data integration 

The project approach included a metholodology for integrating asset data that 
already existed in electronic form from other sources. Asset data from the 
plant-wide Computerized Maintenance Management System (Maximo) and 
nameplate data from equipment vendor electronic catalogs were pre-loaded 
into the FacilitySurveyor database. 

Deleted: performed 

Deleted: d
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Automated field data collection 

Rather than traditional ‘clipboard’ collection of information on 
energy-consuming assets at the plant, field data was collected on tablet-PCs 
using the FacilitySurveyor data entry application. 

 

Typical Data Collection Input Screen 

This auto-configuring data entry application enabled field assessors to quickly 
define accurate asset nameplate data via drop-down lists and filtered/cross-
checked data entry fields. 

Automated AutoCAD/GPS enabled data entry 

Working with ATK facility engineers, P&E software engineers created an 
AutoCAD/GPS overlay interface for the tablet-PCs to directly input distribution 
system field data into the central database for the steam, compressed air, 
electrical, and water/wastewater systems.  

This point-and-click system allowed field auditors to simply walk the 
distribution line, point to the real-time location on the screen, enter the 
appropriate problem (leak, failed steam trap, etc.), quantify the degree of the 
issue, and suggest the proposed nature of the fix. Standardized pop-up/pull-
down menus of possible problems and solutions were created to facilitate data 
handling in the database. 
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GPS Coordinated Steam Distribution Data Collection 

This data was then uploaded into the central database, and made ready for 
modeling. 

Automated modeling 

The modeled Energy Use Index (EUI) and energy savings estimates were 
developed using off-the-shelf software tools (DesignBuilder, Energy+, FEDS, 
EPANET, AirMaster, etc.) auto-configured with custom software created from 
data in the FacilitySurveyor database. 

Automated integration with plant information systems 

ATK and P&E engineers also developed and implemented a method of utilizing 
existing plant information systems to automate the task of populating the 
assessment databases. 

Both static data (asset information) and runtime data were collected and 
integrated into the appropriate ATK and P&E databases for use during the 
assessment and to assist with follow-on energy conservation measures. 

Data integration included the following: 

 Data from several disparate SCADA systems was integrated as real-time 
data into the FacilitySurveyor runtime database. 

 Network-connected data loggers were utilized to capture run-time data on 
specific operations directly into the FacilitySurveyor runtime database. 
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 Specific asset data from ATK’s Maximo management database was front-
loaded into the FacilitySurveyor configuration database to streamline 
collection of static data. 

Remote access to assessment data 

ATK and P&E engineers developed and implemented a method to utilize the 
ATK LAN for onsite data management with a secure tunnel to the P&E server 
in San Diego for development of energy models. 

STATISTICAL APPROACH 

The assessment team utilized the automation tools to apply a statistical 
approach to the assessment, enabling an assessment of this scope to be 
performed within the time and budget goals. The statistical approach included 
the following tasks: 

 The team classified 597 buildings and systems according to multiple 
parameters related to processes, energy-consuming assets, energy 
sources, and consumption. A statistically significant representative sample 
of each class of building/system was selected for detailed analysis. 

 The team developed software models to calculate expected energy 
consumption (the ‘before’ models) for each class of building.  An Energy 
Use Index (EUI) accurate to ±5% was calculated electronically for each 
class. 

 Actual runtime and consumption data was then compared to the model 
(the ‘after’ models), and sample buildings and systems which deviated 
more than 5% from the modeled EUIs were analyzed with Pinch and 
SixSigma methods to refine models. 

 When consumption was isolated by system, the database-driven 
assessment tools enabled individual system components to be efficiently 
analyzed and modeled for improvement opportunities.  

 The team calculated the return on investment (ROI) for the ECM 
recommendations, and automated audit results cross-checked for 
synergistic ECMs which resulted in measurable and significant net positive 
savings. 

 The automated assessment methodology enabled reports on energy-
consuming assets, energy usage, building models, savings estimates, and 
payback calculations to be generated from the database on a regular basis 
throughout the project. 
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RESULTS 
The automated audit system worked supremely well for data collection and 
data application, etc. 

Over five hundred energy conservation measures were identified in the 
assessment, with potential savings of over 41,000 Kwh and 480,000 MMBtu 
annually. ATK is strongly committed to implementation of the energy 
conservation measures identified in the plant-wide assessment, with 
particular and immediate focus on those measures with a simple payback of 
four years or less.  

ATK has an enterprise-wide energy team that will review this assessment in 
detail, share information/results, and will encourage the replication of the 
automated assessment methodology and specific projects across the 
corporation’s facilities. 

ECM SUMMARY 

The table below summarizes the primary energy conservation measures 
recommended for each major energy consuming system. 

The estimated project costs and simple paybacks do not include utility rebates 
which are quite substantial, in some cases reducing the implementation cost 
by 75%, nor does it include the cost of money. 

Flat rate utility costs used as the basis for calculations are $ 0.04295/kWh 
electric, $ 7.11/Dth natural gas, and $ 2.22/gal No.2 fuel oil. The fuel costs 
do not reflect the price volatility of the fossil fuel market. 

 

 Estimated Annual Savings 
Projects KWh Dth(NG) Gal Oil MMBtu CO2(ton) $ Save 

ECM 
Cost $ 

Simple
PB (yr) 

Compressed Air  

Install new Nirvanas, 
dryers & receivers 6,479,195 0 0 22,126 6,252 278,281 1,051,040 3.8 

Re-set dryers to -40 
dew-point from -100 20,881 0 0 71 20 897 0 0.0 

Re-set compressor 
psi from 125 to 115 
psi 

41,120 0 0 140 40 1,766 0 0.0 

Install small point-of-
use dryers (6) 120,430 0 0 411 116 5,172 22,800 4.4 

Expand Comp Air 
SCADA System 197,503 0 0 674 191 8,483 21,225 2.5 
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 Estimated Annual Savings 
Projects KWh Dth(NG) Gal Oil MMBtu CO2(ton) $ Save 

ECM 
Cost $ 

Simple
PB (yr) 

Steam System  

R&R Steam traps 0 34,348 2,000 35,794 2,094 248,655 38,200 0.2 

Repair steam & 
condensate leaks 0 4,980 0 5,150 300 35,411 76,110 2.1 

Retrofit and Expand 
Steam SCADA 12,840 14,122 3,460 15,127 903 108,639 231,000 2.1 

Install Ground-
source Heat Pump 
for lower Test Area 
Buildings  

-128,621 0 103,718 13,978 1,034 224,730 292,500 1.3 

Water & Wastewater  

Find & Fix Water 
Leaks 2,105,000 0 0 7,189 2,031 90,410 325,000 3.6 

Find & Fix 
Wastewater Leaks 1,045,500 0 0 3,570 1,009 44,904 156,000 3.5 

Retrofit 
Water/Waste- Water 
SCADA system 

2,066,000 0 0 7,055 1,994 88,735 282,670 3.2 

Change pumping 
algorithms to off-
peak schedule 

0 0 0 0 0 38,400 3,800 0.1 

Electric, Natural Gas & No.2 Fuel Oil  

R&R Electric Meters 
on Substations & 
Feeders 

61,000 0 0 208 59 2,620 34,980 13.4 

Install sub-meters on 
all NG users 4,800 1,605 0 1,676 101 11,618 42,600 3.7 

Install sub-meters on 
all Oil users 3,100 0 2,847 406 35 6,453 31,400 4.9 

Interface Utility 
SCADA systems to 
Plant-wide 
SCADA/EMS 

4,100 1,605 621 1,760 108 12,966 6,200 0.5 

Building Systems 

Lighting retrofits 8,829,800 0 0 30,154 8,521 379,240 862,000 2.3 

HVAC retrofits 12,555,952 154,348 0 202,474 21,424 1,636,692 2,186,100 1.3 

Windows, walls, 
roofs - retrofit & 
insulate 

96,100 16,202 0 17,081 1,070 119,324 742,000 6.2 
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 Estimated Annual Savings 
Projects KWh Dth(NG) Gal Oil MMBtu CO2(ton) $ Save 

ECM 
Cost $ 

Simple
PB (yr) 

Install sub-meters on 
major buildings 1,420,000 0 0 6,215 1,370 60,989 128,600 2.1 

Retrofit & new  
BAS/EMS 
installations 

2,610,000 0 0 8,913 2,519 112,100 172,100 1.5 

Lab Fume-hood 
retrofits 48,063 10,620 182 11,171 689 77,977 116,800 1.5 

Transportation and Material Handling  

Electric Vehicles (5) -5,000 0 4,500 608 45 9,775 35,000 3.6 

New Compressor for 
Tire Inflation 
(175psi) 

0 0 6,000 834 67 13,320 2,800 0.2 

IT & Facility Information Systems  

Data Center retrofits 2,674,200 480 0 9,629 2,610 118,270 187,077 1.6 

Install Plant-wide 
SCADA/EMS 98,720 68,480 21,600 74,148 4,466 539,085 172,060 0.3 

Voip Installations 472,640 0 0 1,614 456 20,300 82,810 4.1 

Manufacturing Processes – PINCH 

Replace CA Purge 
w/ Blower-Dryer  169,460 0 0 579 164 7,278 28,110 3.9 

Replace CA Motors 
w/ electric Steppers  448,200 0 0 1,531 433 19,250 72,116 3.7 

 41,450,983 306,790 144,928 480,287 60,119 4,321,740 7,403,098 2.7 
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